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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Prostate  cancer  is  a prevalent  disease  that  affects  the  aging  male  population.  Whilst  there  have  been
significant  advances  of  our  biological  understanding  of  the disease,  clinical  translation  of  promising  agents
continues  to lag  behind.  In  part,  this  is  due  to  a paucity  of relevant  experimental  and  pre-clinical  models
required  to further  develop  effective  prevention  and  therapeutic  strategies.  Genetically  modified  cell  lines
fail to entirely  represent  the  genetic  and  molecular  diversity  of primary  human  specimens,  particularly
from  localised  disease.  Furthermore,  primary  prostate  cancer  tissues  are  extremely  difficult  to  grow  in
enografting
issue recombination
mmuno-compromised mice
tromal niche

the  laboratory  and  virtually  all human  models,  whether  they  grow  as  xenografts  in  immune-deficient
animals  or  as  cell  cultures,  are  genetically  modified  by the  investigator  or derived  from  patients  with
advanced  metastatic  disease.  In  this  review,  we  discuss  the  latest  advances  and  improvements  to current
methods  of  xenografting  human  primary  prostate  cancer,  and  their  potential  application  to  translational
research.

This article  is  part  of a  Special  Issue  entitled  ‘Steroids  and cancer’.

© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction cancer in men  and leads to the second highest number of cancer
Almost 70 years since the pioneering work of Dr. Charles
uggins, who discovered the dependence of prostate cancer on
ndrogens, prostate cancer remains the most commonly diagnosed
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related deaths [1]. With increased awareness in the community and
pro-active PSA screening, there has been a significant improvement
in early diagnosis of tumours [2].  However, our ability to predict
which patients will progress to advanced or metastatic disease,
and how to treat them when they do, remain major hurdles for

the research community.

One of the major obstacles to advancing our basic biological
knowledge and clinical weaponry has been a lack of appropriate
model systems to study human prostate cancer [3]. A large amount

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsbmb.2012.01.005
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09600760
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jsbmb
mailto:gail.risbridger@monash.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsbmb.2012.01.005
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f new information has been obtained from studying genetically
odified mouse models and artificial in vitro assays, but often the

ranslation to clinical application has faltered at the pre-clinical
esting phase. Human prostate cancer is inherently slow growing,
s morphologically and molecularly heterogeneous and is highly
ependent on paracrine and endocrine signals. For all of these rea-
ons, human prostate cancer has proven extremely difficult to grow
n the laboratory, either in vitro or in vivo [3].  The importance
f developing human model systems is based on the significant
enetic and molecular variation in the patient population, partic-
larly those with localised disease. Current genetically modified
uman cell lines fail to mimic  this diversity and therefore only
llow investigation relevant to a subset of advanced prostate cancer
atients.

When considering appropriate model systems to study human
rostate cancer, one must acknowledge crucial disease-specific
ttributes. These include, but are not limited to (1) the abil-
ty to study human tissues from all stages of disease including
ocalised, metastatic or castrate-resistant tumours; (2) the abil-
ty to study tissues that represent the entire phenotypic and
enetic diversity of prostate cancer patients; (3) maintaining 3-
imensional architecture between the cancer cells and surrounding
icroenvironment, including stroma, vasculature, lymphatics and

he nervous and immune systems; (4) maintaining appropriate
ndocrine and paracrine interactions; and (5) being reliable, effi-
ient and reproducible across investigators and laboratories.

Based on these criteria, the most appropriate systems would
nclude transplantation of human prostate cancer tissues into
ost mice. In general, human cancer tissues have xenografted
ery reliably into immune-deficient mice, and allowed signifi-
ant developments such as the identification of cancer stem cells
nd successful evaluation of new clinical agents. This has proven
o be applied and well utilised by other solid tumour models,
ncluding colon [4],  endometrium [5],  and melanoma [6].  Unfor-
unately, xenografting human prostate cancer into mice has not
een straightforward.

Ideal human tissue model systems allow investigators to con-
uct pre-clinical testing of compounds with clear and robust
iological endpoints. The current limitations of xenografting pri-
ary human prostate tissue have hindered translational research,

articularly preclinical drug screening and validation. Due to the
ack of reliable and appropriate models, vital new therapies often
anguish for years in the laboratory, or simply do not live up to their
romise in patients.

In the past 3–5 years, there has been a concerted effort to over-
ome the barriers for xenografting human prostate cancer, and in
his article, we will provide an update on the progress in techniques
sing either prostate cancer cell lines, established xenograft lines
r primary tissue specimens. We  will discuss the importance of the
raft site in host mice, and the reliance of human cells on the local
tromal environment and/or the immune system. Understanding
hese critical factors will allow us to overcome the difficulties in
rowing primary human prostate cancer in mice, which will be
ssential for the field to make significant advances to improve treat-
ent options for patients.

. Xenografting human prostate cancer

There are three xenograft models that will be discussed in
etail within this review article. The first is xenografts of immor-
alised prostate cancer cell lines, where established cell lines are

mplanted at the sub-cutaneous or intra-prostatic sites to prop-
gate tumours. The second is xenograft lines, which are serially
ransplanted primary human tissues that have been established in
ost mice without any culture in vitro and passaged extensively
 & Molecular Biology 131 (2012) 122– 131 123

such that many mice harbour tumours of the same origin. The third
is xenografts of primary human tissues that are first generation only
and are studied for the period after transplantation in a single host.
Each of these tissue sources and methods possess their own specific
advantages and limitations.

2.1. Immortalised cell lines

The three most commonly used cells lines in prostate cancer
research (i.e. PC3, LNCaP and DU145) have been established and
used for over 3 decades [7–9]. The use of these cell lines in xenograft
models has been one of the most reproducible ways to study human
prostate cancer in vivo, and has provided significant insight to dis-
ease biology. One principle example of this is the modelling the
prostate cancer progression to castrate-resistant disease follow-
ing androgen ablation therapy. In this model, androgen-responsive
LNCaP tumours were established in nude mice and subjected to
androgen ablation therapy by castration to host mice, resulting in
progression to castration-resistant tumour growth. This model sys-
tem was elegantly used to discover that androgen-ablated tumours
adapt to low androgen levels by synthesising androgens de novo.
This new and novel information has significantly impacted how we
treat this stage of the disease [10]. However, despite their proven
utility, xenografted cell lines also have some very significant and
inherent limitations.

Despite the existence of many other cell lines, the majority
of studies still utilise the PC3, DU145 and LNCaP lines and their
derivative sub-lines (see comprehensive review by Sobel and Sadar
[11,12]). Consequently, this prevents any accurate reflection of the
diversity that is routinely seen in human prostate cancer [3,13].
Additionally, almost all prostate cancer cell lines are derived from
advanced or metastatic disease, preventing any study of disease
progression before this stage [14,15]. Significant effort has been
made to derive prostate cancer cell lines from localised disease
to address this issue, although these efforts have been hampered
by the inability to successfully culture these cells [14]. Localised
prostate cancer is usually a heterogeneous mix of both malignant
and benign epithelia, of which the latter has a growth advantage
in culture. One approach may  be to use cell surface proteins that
distinguish between benign and malignant epithelia, such as a
combination of CD10, CD13, CD24 and CD26, to separate these pop-
ulations prior to cell culture to enhance the efficiency of prostate
cancer cells establishing colonies [16,17].

Additionally, the prostate cancer cell lines do not recapitu-
late the normal characteristics of human prostate cancer, as they
typically harbour genetic alteration and/or mutation after immor-
tilisation that are not representative of the disease. For example,
PC3 and DU145 cells do not express PSA and little or no AR, thus
preventing any study of androgen signalling or castrate-sensitivity
in these lines. The loss of AR and PSA is also a characteristic that is
typically found in lines generated from primary cultures of human
prostate cells [14]. Furthermore, the widely used LNCaP line has a
mutated AR, which results in the receptor also being sensitive to
estrogen and progesterone. This mutation has only been identified
in a small sub-set of patients, thus making it difficult to generalise
the findings with this cell line to hormonal manipulation of prostate
cancer [18,19].

These common cell lines are typically cultured on plastic dishes,
preventing maintenance of 3D architecture. Even though the tall
columnar epithelial structure is disrupted in prostate cancer, the
3D arrangement of the cells is a feature that cannot be replicated
in plastic culture wells. As we begin to understand the impor-

tance of the tumour microenvironment, it becomes imperative to
include the effect of stroma and other cell types. In part, some of
these deficiencies are addressed by xenografting prostate cancer
cell lines, promoting the recruitment of host cells (mouse stroma
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nd immune cells) into the tumour site, allowing the study of the
troma or other microenvironment factors in vivo [18,20].

.2. Primary tissues

Primary patient specimens are an alternate source of tissue for
enografting, offering specific advantages over the use of immor-
ilised cell lines. However, whilst culture of primary prostatic cells
n vitro is challenging [14], direct transplantation of primary tis-
ues and/or cells in vivo has proven even more difficult. As a result,
uccessful xenografting of primary human localised prostate cancer
as rarely been reported; a review by Lopez-Barcons and coworkers
omprehensively details the initial attempts to xenograft primary
rostate cancer tissues and create xenograft lines [21]. However,
he significant advances made in the mid-2000s by Wang and
olleagues, who successfully xenografted human prostate cancer
nder the renal capsule of host mice, set the field on a mission to

mprove the efficiency and reliability of this technique due to its
tility for biological and pre-clinical research. Subsequently, there
ave been several landmark papers in the last 2–5 years report-

ng key modifications to these methods. Unlike cell lines, primary
pecimens are usually grafted as intact tissue pieces in an effort to
aintain some factors in the microenvironment, such as the stroma

nd extra-cellular matrix (ECM). The ability to xenograft and study
rimary specimens from a large cohort of patients also addresses
ther issues, such as genetic and phenotypic diversity.

Initial attempts to xenograft primary specimens produced from
ery low take rates, with typically ∼0–20% of patient specimens
urviving in some instances [21]. Although survival rates have
mproved in recent times, the majority of studies using primary
pecimens are limited to advanced or metastatic samples. Of the
ew specimens that have been successfully xenografted, a few have
een serially transplanted to establish xenograft prostate cancer

ines, mostly derived from advanced metastatic specimens. The
ost prominent examples are the LAPC xenograft lines, which have

ow been used to study prostate cancer progression to androgen
ndependence and identify putative cancer stem cells [22–24].
ther examples include the CWR22 line, the Rotterdam PC lines,

he LuCaP series [25] and bone metastasis line BM18 [26–28].
Despite their obvious utility, there is question as to whether

hese xenograft lines continue to recapitulate typical prostate can-
er biology after such a long period within the mouse host. Many of
hese xenograft lines express lower or even no AR and PSA [19,24],
eflecting one of the characteristic limitations of cell lines. Other
eports show xenograft tissues lose the human tumour phenotype
ver several passages, as seen in some of the initial LAPC lines [24].
verall, these limitations could be overcome by conducting studies
rimary tissues grafted for only one generation. However, obtain-

ng significant amounts of advanced/metastatic primary tissues
or most laboratories is not possible as these lesions are not rou-
inely removed by surgery, since the main line of therapy advanced
isease being radiation, androgen ablation and/or chemotherapy.
urthermore, similar to cell lines, these models are only able to
ecapitulate the end stages of disease.

Localised prostate cancer comprises ∼90% of tumours removed
t surgery [2].  These specimens are ideal for developing pri-
ary xenografting models because they are readily available and

llow us to recapitulate the phenotypic and genetic heterogene-
ty of tumour foci within and between patients being treated in
he clinic. Although the grafting of these localised specimens has
raditionally been hampered by notoriously low survival rates,
here have recently been a handful of ground-breaking studies

hat have reported significant survival of grafts, even up to 100%
20,29–31]. These significant improvements in survival rates have
een attributed to grafting the specimens under the renal capsule,

mplanting testosterone to maintain host androgen levels, grafting
 & Molecular Biology 131 (2012) 122– 131

in more immune suppressed hosts, as well as precision cutting of
grafts to prevent mechanical damage [20,30].

Despite these successes in initially establishing xenografting
models of localised disease, only a few studies have subsequently
applied the techniques to study biological questions [32,33]. This is
likely because current xenografting models are still bound by sig-
nificant limitations that prohibit or restrict their use in pre-clinical
studies, particularly related to the pathology of tissue that survives
in the xenografts themselves. For example, data from Loda and
coworkers suggested that if survival is specifically considered as the
presence of malignant foci in grafts at the time of harvest, and not
merely the ability to retrieve graft tissue, then overall survival rates
are actually significantly lower than first reported [31]. We,  and
others, specifically reported the survival of malignant foci, rather
than survival of human tissue regardless of the pathology detected,
to be ∼50% [31,34].  This could be due to the loss of malignant foci in
the graft in the host milieu, through mechanisms such as apopto-
sis, or failure to survive or grow in the first place. Alternatively, this
may  also be a reflection of the heterogeneity of localised prostate
cancer which will contain large areas of benign tissue within and
adjacent to the tumour bulk, and perhaps survival rate is correlated
with the amount of grafts that initially contained malignant epithe-
lia. In combination, this means that only a limited number of tissue
xenografts actually contain malignant foci in vivo.

One of the important attributes of xenografting models that con-
tributed to significant scientific advances in other tumour types,
particularly the discovery of cancer stem cells or cells of origin,
has been the ability to dissociate and transplant primary cancer
cells. Establishing xenografting techniques using dissociated pri-
mary cancer cells, rather than prostate cancer cell lines, has a
number of advantages, including the ability to study the full reper-
toire of cancer cell types representing the true heterogeneity of
prostate cancer in situ, maintenance of the original genetic pheno-
type in the absence of artificial manipulation or selection, as well
as the potential for pre-clinical testing of agents that designed to
target sub-populations of cancer stem cells.

Despite its potential benefits, the process of preparing dis-
sociated cells requires harsh enzymatic digestion, followed by a
demanding series of cell isolation procedures, such as FACs or mag-
netic bead separations, that leads to poor survival of prostate cancer
cells; even lower than that of grafting intact tissue pieces [34]. Two
recent advances included the report of transplanting dissociated
and sub-fractionated benign prostate epithelial cells and human
prostate cancer cells by independent groups, including our own
[34,35]. Of note, both studies, as well as others that use isolated
murine cells [36–38],  utilised embryonic urogenital mesenchyme
to support the growth and survival of the dissociated cells in vivo,
highlighting the importance of providing an appropriate stromal
niche.

3. The role of the niche environment

The fact that localised tumour grafts do not readily grow in
vivo, even after several months in the host is widely acknowl-
edged [27,30,31].  This is believed to be due to a combination of
factors such as the slow growth rate of most localised prostate
tumours, but particularly the loss of essential stimuli from the local
microenvironment/milieu. The prostate cancer microenvironment,
which includes surrounding resident fibroblasts, recruited fibrob-
lasts, immune system, vasculature and ECM, has a significant role
in disease progression [39]. It also represents an important consid-

eration for xenografting as it can be manipulated or recapitulated
by engraftment at different sites, the breed of host used and/or
the addition of other tissues to the xenografts to achieve a more
efficient model.
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.1. Graft site

One of the most important considerations for xenografting
uman specimens is the site of transplantation. This single factor
an greatly influence the survival, progression and recapitulation
f the tissue. The three sites most commonly used in prostate can-
er models are subcutaneous, renal capsule or orthotopic sites of
he murine host [40]. Other sites, such as intra-cardial and intra-
ibial locations are used as injection sites to directly study cancer

etastasis, although these will not be discussed in detail.
The subcutaneous site has traditionally been the most com-

on  grafting site due to its easy accessibility, the large volumes of
umour that can be grafted, and the ability to easily measure ongo-
ng tumour growth externally using callipers. Studies where cell
ines or established xenograft lines are utilised often still exploit
his site as there are few issues regarding efficient engraftment
f these tumours. However, xenografting primary specimens sub-
utaneously, without prior passage in vitro or in vivo, particularly
ocalised specimens, yields low survival rates [20,31]. This is most
ikely due to the poorly vascularised environment that is unable to
upply adequate nutrients to these poorly growing tumours, until
hey derive their own vasculature [40].

Grafting under the renal capsule has proven to provide the
ost success with a variety of tissues, particularly primary tis-

ues including localised prostate cancer specimens. Specifically,
hen comparing the major graft sites, the renal capsule is recog-
ised as the most efficient for primary prostatic tissues [20,31].
his is likely due to the high vascularisation of this site, ensur-
ng the graft receives substantial levels of oxygen and nutrients, to
acilitate establishment and neovascularisation. Although the renal
apsule is more technically challenging to access than the subcuta-
eous site, the ability to access the murine kidneys can be acquired
elatively easily, though a small incision into the back.

Orthotopic grafts into the mouse prostate should, theoretically,
rovide an ideal niche for prostate cancer tissues. Intriguingly
hough, studies using benign specimens demonstrated that while
he survival rate of grafts is lower at the orthotopic site compared
o the sub-renal site, the proportion of glands in each surviving
raft was significantly higher [20]. Issues of survival at this site
an be overcome by grafting the primary tissues at the renal site
nd once the grafts have established in vivo, transplanting the tis-
ues to the orthotopic site in a new host [15]. The orthotopic site
lso provides a more efficient location for modelling metastasis of
dvanced/metastatic cell lines (and primary xenografts) compared
o the subcutaneous and renal site [15,41]. However, grafting into
he mouse prostate is particularly challenging in terms of access to
he graft site and the volume of tissue that can be grafted [20]. Fur-
hermore, as the mouse prostate shows prominent regression after
astration, it is problematic to study tissue growth in an androgen-
eficient host at the orthotopic site, since the prostate size is small
20].

Based on these attributes, it is apparent that each site for
enografting human prostate cancer is associated with different
enefits and limitations, and thus there is no commonly adapted
ethod (Fig. 1). There are several factors to be considered when

electing the optimal site for xenografting experiments, and in par-
icular, attention must focus on whether the tissue source will
urvive (i.e. cell lines, xenograft lines or primary tissues) and
hether other factors, such as metastasis, are of importance.

.2. The role of the stromal niche
Reciprocal stromal–epithelial cell signalling is essential for nor-
al  structure and function of the prostate gland, and the disrupted

ell–cell communication between tumour stroma and tumour
pithelia is an essential element of disease progression. Thus, it
 & Molecular Biology 131 (2012) 122– 131 125

is commonly accepted that tumours cells are not the sole drivers of
the cancer process, but act in concert with the surrounding stromal
microenvironment [39,42,43].

Although stromal cells are contained within the prostate cancer
tissue pieces that are used for xenografting of primary speci-
mens, the presence of adult stroma appears to be insufficient to
maintain or stimulate growth in the mouse host milieu. Thus, to
address the stromal contribution, our laboratory included neona-
tal murine mesenchyme in xenografts to provide an inductive and
instructive stromal niche to direct prostatic differentiation and pro-
liferation. This technique allowed survival of tumour foci in vivo
from 100% of patient tissues, including ∼66% of individual graft
inoculations from each patient specimen, that also demonstrated
active growth compared to localised tissues grafted without mes-
enchyme [34]. Not only does this advance allow reliable study of
localised prostate cancer in vivo, but also facilitates the amplifica-
tion of tissue in vivo, the latter being particularly advantageous to
obtain enough tumour tissue to conduct thorough and comprehen-
sive studies. While this approach is contradictory to the dogma that
‘normal’ stroma can inhibit prostate cancer progression and con-
vert tumour cells to a more differentiated and benign phenotype
[44], it is representative and supportive of the view that the path-
ways activated in development and cancer share many similarities
[45].

Despite its apparent benefits in supporting xenograft growth
and survival, the specific biological role and impact of this non-
cancerous stroma is yet to be determined. It is likely that, similar to
paracrine signalling in development, the tumour cells reciprocally
communicate with the surrounding stroma potentially causing it
to adopt a malignant, carcinoma-associated fibroblast (CAF) like
phenotype, and thereby supporting tumour growth and survival,
as was  described by Liao et al. [46]. The long term effect of this
mesenchyme on disease progression, including the transition to
advanced disease or metastasis remains to be tested [44].

Regardless of the tissue/cell composite that is grafted
into immune-compromised mice during xenografting, mouse
fibroblasts are recruited to grafting site, and in some cases become
the dominant stromal cell [15,34]. This phenomenon mimics the
process that occurs in cancer, where mesenchymal stem cells from
the bone marrow are recruited to tumours and play an impor-
tant role in tumourigenesis, with evidence for both promotion and
inhibition of disease progression [47]. The influence and/or role of
these murine recruited cells in the xenografting model system, and
whether they reflect the natural fibroblast recruitment that occurs
in prostate cancer progression, requires further study [48].

4. Validation and testing of prostate cancer xenografts

Validation of model systems is crucial in order to determining
how the model recapitulates the original biology of the disease it
is attempting to recapitulate. While the majority of prostate cancer
cell lines and xenograft lines were extensively examined in terms
of their pathology, hormone receptor status, genetic and molecu-
lar profile, there is limited validation of xenografting models using
primary patient tissues, other than survival [11,12,21].  In addition
to survival, there are a number of other factors that should form
the basis of routine validation.

First is the validation that malignant foci are present in the
grafts. Prostate cancer can be distinguished from its benign
counterparts using a number of key biomarkers, such as loss of
the basal cell layer (demonstrated by immunohistochemistry

for p63 or cytokeratins 5/14) and strong expression of AMACR.
While several studies reported survival of xenografted tissues,
only a handful have taken the necessary measures to confirm the
epithelial growths within each graft are indeed malignant, either
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Fig. 1. Factors and considerations in preparing human prostate cancer xenografts. Each xenografting system possesses inherent strengths and limitations. The first consider-
ation  is the type of xenografts, which can include immortalised prostate cancer cell lines, xenograft lines which are established after serial passage of patient specimens in vivo
or  primary tissues which are grafted in vivo but only utilised for the first passage. Each of these sources is associated with different levels of efficiency in terms of survival,
growth and spectrum of disease progression they can recapitulate. Another important consideration is the graft site, which differ in the range of technical expertise required,
survival rates for different tissue sources, how they mimic the microenvironment of prostate cancer and whether metastasis can be modelled. The breed of immune-deficient
mouse, especially when grafting primary tissues is another variable which can improve engraftment rates, however the loss of immune components can limit the utility of
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y p63 loss or AMACR expression, rather than benign glandular
issue that may  be been included within the original specimen,
articularly given the notorious heterogeneity of prostate cancer
pecimens [29–31,34].

Another important feature of prostate cancer is the Gleason
rade; Gleason Grade 3 indicates well differentiated tumours
ith good prognosis while Gleason Grade 5 represents poorly
ifferentiated cancer and a poor prognosis. Only a limited number
f xenografting studies have reported the Gleason Grade of their
pecimens prior to engraftment, and determined whether this
leason pattern was recapitulated and maintained in the grafted

issue [20,30,34].  Finally, there have been only few attempts
o valid the genetic or molecular characteristics of xenografted
issues. Recently, Priolo et al. showed that the genomic profile and
MPRSS2–ERG re-arrangements were retained in their xenograft

odels [31]. We  have also examined the expression of ERG in

enografts of localised prostate cancer tissues co-grafted with
ouse mesenchyme, and confirmed that ERG expression was
aintained in pre- and post-grafted patient tissues (Fig. 2) [31].
sterone implants or enriching the graft site with mouse mesenchyme can increase

Further genome wide genetic analysis of pre- and post-grafted
tissues will reveal any subtle changes in gene expression during
xenografting, but overall the major hallmarks appear to be retained
in vivo.

Characterisation and genetic manipulation of prostate cancer
cells and xenograft lines has proven to be easier than primary tis-
sues or cells. While tagging, knockdown and/or over-expression of
genes or biomarkers in cell lines is commonly performed, primary
prostate cancer cells do not readily survive in culture, and therefore
conventional molecular techniques cannot be applied. However, it
was  recently demonstrated that genes, including AR, AKT and ERG,
could be over-expressed in dissociated benign prostate epithelial
cells using lentiviral technology [35]. The translation of these tech-
niques to primary prostate cancer cells is likely to occur in the near
future and will be a significant advance in the field [35].
Lastly, it should be noted that prostate cancer cell and xenograft
lines also provide more clearly defined and easily validated
biological end points in xenografting assays compared to primary
tissue xenografts. In order to determine the tumour volume, graft
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Fig. 2. Preservation of genetic alterations in prostate cancer xenografts; immunohistochemistry to detect TMPRSS2–ERG fusion protein. The TMPRSS2–ERG fusion occurs in
approximately 50% of prostate cancers, resulting in homogeneous ERG protein expression in all tumour cells, but not in adjacent non-malignant tissue [77,78]. ERG expression
was  evaluated in xenografts of primary human localised prostate cancer co-grafted with mouse mesechyme, using a commercial rabbit anti-ERG monoclonal antibody (clone
EPR3864; Epitomics, Burlingame, CA) that highly correlates with the presence of TMPRSS2–ERG fusions [79,80]. In all xenografts, viable prostate cancer foci were identified
by  positive expression of cytokerains (CKs) 8 and 18 luminal cells (red) with an absence of p63 positive basal cells (brown). These foci were consistently immuno-positive
f nsert,
o is wa
(

w
i
f
t
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or  AR and PSA. (A) When ERG expression was  detected in the original specimen (i
riginal  patient tissues had no detectable ERG expression (insert, white arrow), th
p63-CK8/18 panels).

eight and incidence of metastasis of xenografts following admin-

stration of novel therapeutic compounds, it is critical to control
or the number of tumour cells that are grafted at the beginning of
he experiment. Given the highly heterogeneous nature of primary
rostate cancer tissues, and that each graft will therefore contain
 black arrow), it was  also detected in cancer cells of xenografted tissues. (B) When
s  also observed in tumour cells in xenografted tissues. Scale bar = 50 �m; 100 �m

varying numbers of cancer cells of varying Gleason Grades, the

biological endpoints including tumour growth cannot readily be
compared equally across treatment groups. Hence, these strengths
and weaknesses of each model system should be considered when
designing experimental studies.
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. Other considerations and limitations

.1. Host strains

Irrespective of the graft type (cancer cell lines, patient-derived
issues, or tissue recombinants) or graft site (subcutaneous, renal
apsule, or orthotopic), a common and essential requirement for
enograft studies are the use of immune-compromised hosts,
llowing survival and growth of human tissues without cross-
pecies rejection. The most commonly utilised murine models
arry a mutation within a specific gene that results in its immune
eficiency. These include the athymic nude mouse, the severe
ombined immune deficiency mouse (scid), and Rag1 mouse. The
henotype and extent of immune deficiency in each of these
nimals varies, dictating their overall utility and suitability for
enografting studies.

The athymic nude and scid mice arose from spontaneous muta-
ions to the Foxn1 and Prkdc genes, respectively, while the newer
ag1 mouse is the result of a targeted mutation to the Rag1 gene
49–51]. All models are T cell deficient, while scid and Rag1 mice
re also B cell deficient with nude mice possessing partial defects
o B cell development. In all models, macrophages, natural killer
ells (NK), antigen presenting cells (APC) and complement activ-
ty are unaffected. Despite their proven utility, the nude and scid

odels also harbour some significant limitations. They are both
otentially B and T cell ‘leaky’ on some genetic strains, whereby
nimals may  spontaneously reacquire some immune activity upon
ging, leading to development of mature T and B cells [52,53]. Scid
ice are also prone to developing thymic lymphomas upon adult-

ood and aging that severely affects their utility and lifespan [54].
ignificantly, the Rag1 mice do not appear to posses any of these
imitations [51].

A further consideration that may  result in phenotypic variation
s the genetic background of the host animals (typically C57Bl/6j,
ALB/c or NOD/Shi). The C57Bl/6j and BALB/c strains have been the
ost frequently used, but both promote T and B cell ‘leakiness’ in

he nude and scid models [55]. Both strains also possess normal
nnate immunity. As a result of these limitations, the C57Bl/6j and
ALB/c strains have fallen out of favour. In contrast, the NOD/Shi
train (non-obese diabetic) offers some significant benefits [56].
here is not only significantly reduced ‘leakiness’ in the nude and
cid models, but also innate immunity deficits with impaired NK
ell, macrophage and APC function, as well as complement defi-
iency [56].

The benefit of the NOD strain has led to its now frequent utilisa-
ion in xenografting primary prostate cancer specimens. However,
ven on the NOD strain, each immune-deficient model still har-
ours some inherent limitations. For example, NOD–scid animals
till suffer from thymic lymphomas, while remaining NK cell activ-
ty in all models can significantly hinder efficient engraftment of
uman tissues/cells. As a result, models of compound immunodefi-
iency have been developed that incorporate an additional targeted
utation to IL2R� , resulting in NK cell deficiency and dendritic cell

ysfunction. These animals (NOD–scid–ILR2�  [NSG or NOG] and
OD–Rag1–IL2R� [NRG]) are the most immune-deficient models
vailable and offer the most promise and utility for xenograft stud-
es [57,58]. This has been shown in a melanoma xenograft model

here the efficiency of grafting primary melanomas cells is signifi-
antly increased when using the NSG mouse compared to NOD–scid
ice [6,59].  However, such strains are only beginning to be utilised

or grafting prostate cancer [35,60].
.2. Essential immune contribution in prostate disease

The use of immune-compromised hosts introduces a signifi-
ant inherent limitation that cannot be overcome and must be
 & Molecular Biology 131 (2012) 122– 131

considered; that is, immune function within the local microenvi-
ronment is lost. This is particularly relevant for the prostate where
we are beginning to understand just how important the immune
contribution is to disease development, maintenance and progres-
sion.

There is a now significant and growing body of work demon-
strating an important role for inflammation and inflammatory
factors both in benign prostate disease (benign prostatic hyperpla-
sia; BPH), as well as in prostate cancer [61]. From as early as 1937,
inflammation has been implicated in the pathogenesis of BPH [62],
and there is substantial new data reinforcing this with roles for
macrophages, T and B lymphocytes, as well as various inflammatory
cytokines and chemokines [61,63,64].  Similarly, chronic inflamma-
tion has long been associated with carcinogenesis in various tissues,
and emerging evidence supports a role for inflammation in prostate
cancer development as well as progression and metastasis [65,66].
Roles for various leukocytes as well as numerous inflammatory
mediators, cytokines and chemokines (particularly in proliferation,
angiogenesis, and tissue repair) have been shown.

Thus, the loss of the immune component in host animals may
severely impact on prostate xenograft studies. At worst, the lack
of immune contribution(s) may  influence graft establishment,
growth, progression and/or metastasis. At best, tumour pathology
and/or gene expression may  be significantly altered. In combina-
tion, these are likely to be amongst some the key factors that have
made, and continue to make, prostate xenografting so notoriously
difficult.

Recent developments in the form of ‘humanised immune-
deficient models’ offer some promise to overcoming these
limitations [57,58].  These models are based on the recapitulation
of elements of the human immune environment/system within the
mouse host via prior engraftment with haematopoietic stem cells or
other progenitor cells [67,68].  However, even in these models the
immune system is not fully restored, they are invariably expen-
sive, as well as technically difficult and time-consuming to use.
Thus, even these do not completely overcome the challenges of
xenografting prostate tissues that, as discussed above, may  require
immune influences.

6. Xenografting in translational research and preclinical
drug screening

One of the ultimate applications for human xenograft models
is their use for pre-clinical evaluation of new therapeutics. Pre-
viously, drug screening was predominantly conducted on mouse
tumour models. However, due to the low efficiency of these mod-
els to select compounds which were effective in the clinic, the U.S.
National Cancer Institute modified the drug screening system to
consist of 60 in vitro human-derived cells lines, as well as in vivo in
xenografting models [69,70]. While the use of human cell lines is
an advance on relying on murine tumour models, their limitations
for translational research are significant.

The translation of general anti-cancer treatments from the labo-
ratory to the clinic currently follows a standard pre-clinical course.
The agent that is shown to inhibit cancer cell lines in culture is
administered to mice xenografted with cancer cell lines to con-
firm activity at acceptable toxicity. The agent is then administered
to several other species including primates to assess toxicity and
drug elimination from animals. If these studies show the agent is
tolerable, then clinical studies are commenced.

In prostate cancer, this process is problematic as the cell lines

are not representative of cancers found in the clinic, and is fur-
ther compromised when the target of the anti-cancer agent is the
stroma rather than tumour cells, as discussed in the sections above.
For example, Abiraterone is a drug that inhibits CYP17, the enzyme
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esponsible for androgen synthesis which is found in prostatic
troma. Mouse studies demonstrated a decrease in the prostatic
ass, but no prostate cancer xenografts studies were performed

71]. This may  have contributed to the 14-year delay in using this
gent in clinical studies. Xenograft studies examining the novel
nti-androgen MDV-3100 are not published, but a similar com-
ound achieved a ∼92% response rate in LNCaP xenografts, but

n the clinic, MDV-3100 achieves closer to a ∼50% response rate
72]. This phenomenon is not uncommon with cell line xenograft

odels, which are less than ideal.
The ability to xenograft entire human tumours may  allow more

ccurate modelling of drug actions so that promising compounds
re not missed and more accurate predictions of activity can be
ade prior to human trials. Retrospective studies in other solid

umours have shown that there is a better prediction of clinical out-
ome when xenograft lines are used as a pre-clinical model [70,73].
urthermore, primary tumour xenografts have resulted in transla-
ion of drugs into the clinic, such as HER2-postive breast tumour
enografts to study a panel of murine antibodies, which resulted in
he humanisation of the drug Trastuzumab [70,74].  Primary tumour
enografts may  also be valuable in a personalised medicine setting,
here patient tumours are xenografted, tested against a panel of
rugs and the most efficient drugs can be suggested to the patient,

f primary therapy fails. Such a system has been tested with pan-
reatic tumours with promising results [75,76].

While the use of patient tumour xenografts seems to have some
enefits over cell lines for pre-clinical testing, the efficacy of graft-

ng these tumours must be taken into account. The survival rate of
rafting prostate tumours has previously been significantly lower
hen those of other solid tumours and therefore not currently
eliable enough to conduct pre-clinical testing. With the recent
mprovements with xenografting primary prostate cancers, we will
opefully begin to adapt primary prostate cancer xenografts in a
re-clinical setting, which may  overcome some of the obstacles
een when using cell lines.

. Future advancements and concluding remarks

In recent years, protocols to xenograft human prostate cancer
ave significantly improved, such that we now have the ability
o transplant primary specimens from men  with localised as
ell as advanced prostate cancer. This advance provides new

pportunities to address pressing issues in the field including the
dentification of genetic predisposition, molecular biomarkers,
esting of improved clinical agents and identification of appropriate
ellular targets including cancer repopulating cells.

Perhaps most urgently, we should attempt to develop tools
o that distinguish between latent and aggressive prostate cancer
rom men  with moderate grade disease. At present, many men  will
ave a radical prostatectomy unnecessarily because their tumours
re latent and unlikely to ever advance, but we are unable to iden-
ify these patients from those with an aggressive tumour type who
lso have moderate grade disease. With the ability to transplant
nd study tissues from a wide range of patients, including those
ith localised or with moderate grade disease, we  may  be able to

xperimentally investigate the heterogeneity of patient outcomes.
To date, procedures have not been designed to test the latent

ersus aggressive potential of engrafted specimens from men  with
ocalised disease. Simply grafting the tissues and waiting for pro-
ression to advanced metastatic prostate cancer, may  take decades

s it does in the patient. Therefore, it may  be necessary to force
umour progression using experimental models and one option is
o treat the host mice to promote hormone or chemical induced
arcinogenesis.

[
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It is important to note that, by their very definition and despite
their utility, these are only models. Even with recent advancements
in the field, no single assay will completely recapitulate the natural
progression of prostate cancer as it occurs in men. Furthermore,
increasing the efficiency of models in one aspect may  decrease
the efficacy of another. For example, is the benefit of changing
breed of host mouse to increase graft survival worthwhile, when
the immune system, which plays an important role in disease pro-
gression, is suppressed?

While there is no definitive answer to this, thorough valida-
tion and an understanding of a models strengths or limitations, as
well as tailoring assays for each biological question, will allow us
to explore aspects of prostate cancer biology that have remained
elusive until now. The exciting prospect of being able to address
questions of this type will reward those investigators who are will-
ing to rise to the challenge and, in doing so, the translation of these
scientific discoveries to the clinic will undoubtedly improve patient
care for men with prostate cancer in the future.
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